
30 respostas

Aceitar respostasRESUMO INDIVIDUAL

1. How concerned are you about human rights issues in today's world?
30 respostas

2. How aware are you of integration/equality problems in your city/school?
30 respostas

3. How active are you as a human rights defender?
30 respostas
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4. How prepared do you feel to promote integration and equality in your school/city?
30 respostas

5. How motivated are you to participate in this project?
30 respostas

6. What do you expect from this project?
30 respostas
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New experiances and a new point of view

I expect to have great memories and experiences.

I expect we can have a great time together and learns as much as we want to know about each other

be a better person

I think It will be a nice experiencia for everybody and It will foment the diversión of cultures, even more.

To be able to establish a friendship with the people who come from exchange

To learn new things

An improvement of my knowledge

I thinl this proyect would help me learning about tijera cultures and countries

I expect a completely new experience. I expect to know how different types of people and cultures interact and think about
human issues. I want to get to know different realities and learn how to resolve some problems.

Meet people and learn about others cultures.

I expect that we can learn to much things about each others

I expect to have an expirience that will help me get a new view on one of the most impprtant issues in our world right now.

Enjoy and become a great human rights defender

For people to be treated better in the school environment

A clearer understanding of diversity and equality within different schools in different countries

I want to learn new things and make new friends

I expect to widen my an others mind about issues around the world.

Meeting new people and learning new costums

Met different cultures, see different perspectives of our world

Meet new people

To learn more about how immigration effects other countries in Europe.

I hope to know other cultures and ways of life

To see the other countries view in equalityquestions.

I expect to discover a new culture, a new kind of life and to understand different problems in different countries.

An opportunity to evaluate and understand how big of an issue segrigation is in our modern society and how we should adress
this mater.

I expect to meet much of new people and get to know them. And also talk and get to know new things of immigrants and
equality.

To learn about other cultures and promote equality.

I expect that I will learn more aout different culture.

Learn more about the issue

7. What have you done to prepare for this meeting?



30 respostas

Nothing much, scouted the place. Chatted to some of the students via whatsapp.

We have planned a little powerpoint presentation and I have taken some pictures to the art exhibition.

I've practised my Englishso I'll be able to comunicate with all people from Erasmus

practise and do activities

I've been talking with my mate since i have his number.

I have tried to speak with them across whatsapp since they gave to me their numbers in order that, when they come to Melilla,
we do not treat each other as total strangers, but as friends who �nally know themselves face to face

Several projects as well metting other people

Studied laws about human rights and followed some lessons

I've been trying to talkbas much as possible with my mate

I have done the activities proposed by my teacher but I have also read a lot of thinks about the city and training my Spanish and
English

Inform about everything

We have done a little of homework and proyects about multiculturality and no racism

I've done some research about the city we're staying and about the goals of the project. I've also been trying to enhance mu
English skills

Study more about the subject in question

Constructed PowerPoint Presentations

Make power points and prepare talks

I have done all the activities that we had to do

I have thought about issues in world so I can discuss with other people from those subjects.

I have spoken with my mate

Working to know more about different types of discrimination

A presentation

Looked at some issues facing Melilla and Spain as a whole.

I have tried to be better in english

I've been involved more in discussions between friends and family about equality all over the world.

I have taken some pictures of La Réunion. I have prepared a text about the story of La Réunion.

I have prepared by reserching online, watching the news and by reading newspapers.

We have taken photos to the project, and done our own food from Finland. I have also talked with my host family and a little bit
with the others also.

We have prepared a presentation.

I took photos and cooked.

Projects and work



8. What do you expect to learn from this international meeting?
30 respostas

I don't know. I'm leaving open minded.

Some new things, for example, about the issues of inequality.

I hope to learn new cultures, new thoughts, and new languages

How people is integrated into other countries

I think i'll learn more about how yo live with persona around the world.

Know better some of the different cultures of the countries of Erasmus and customs

Others people culture

How to better promote human rights in my city

I want to learn about other's countries life style

I want to learn about different realities and how to interact with them

I expect learn about others cultures

I expect to learn things about other's people society and way of life

I would love to learn a little bit about the culture of the participants and also learn a few words from different languages.

Learn more about other cultures

How to tackle different human rights issues

to learn about other cultures and learn about diversity differences between my school and other schools

I think that I will learn new vocabulary and things about integration

I expect to learn different things from different cultures.

My mate's costums and traditions

That we have all the same rights

Meet new people and learn their costum

How we can improve integration of immigrants into the local community

I want to meet friends from other parts of the world

How different equality can be in other countries.

I expect to learn about the different countries participating at this international meeting, their problems and the solutions they
have found. I want to meet students like me and practice the English language.

Learn how we should adress segregation.

I expect to learn much more about problems what we have today in equality and human rights.

That people see the curious multicultural situation that Melilla is in.

I expect that I will learn more about diversity.

Meet people from different countries and cultures



9. What can you do to contribute to the success of this meeting?
30 respostas

Be con�dent, chat with everyone. Be cool and open minded.

I can bring myself there and be motivated and active.

A portugal girl will come to my family house, and I want to go out with others participants of Erasmus and show them some
parts of Melilla

Put it all on my part and my ideas

I'll go with the others members of the project around Melilla,.

I can show that the value of friendship goes beyond the place of birth, gender, culture, race or sexual orientation of a person

Make an effort for everything to go as planned

Talk about the condition of my country under this point of view

I can help my mates to feel more confortable here. I'll do my Best to make their time in Melilla a great experience

I can do all the activities I can respect all the people and give good ideas to help the project

Help in everything

Im going to accommodate a boy of Italy and I can't wait more

I can be as helpful as I can towards other people.

Be nice to everyone

Positively promote to others

I could share experiences to other schools and prepare talks to teach others about my school

I can help to my friends and teachers to do all the activities or preparing presentations

I can be open about issues and things in my country and be open to different cultures and people.

I can be nice and sociable with my mate and other people's mate

Give my contribute, doing all the activities and works

Show our costum to them

We can give a Welsh/British perspective on things and also a youthful outlook.

Each one of us has to tried to make them feel good

Listen carefully when we have lectures and not be afraid to talk with all the others students and teachers about equality.

I want to get involved in this meeting by proposing some solutions that habe been implemented in La Réunion.

Have a mature conduct whilst in this meeting.

I can be active and talk if needed and also be intrested in the thing we are doing.

Teach others about equality.

I have to be determined.

Help the others, interact



10. What do you think you should be asked to do after this meeting?
30 respostas

I haven't thougt about it

I should be asked to run in election of the presidency in Finland.

I think all of us should be asked to be more sympathetic, understanding with others situations and more open-minded.

We must accept ourselves no matter how we are

I'll foment the creation of meetings like that.

What I've learned from this experience and what I've enjoyned the most

Maybe, an essay to explain the entire process during the meeting

Write a report or male a video

I dunno. I suppose I should keep in touch with my mate and try to maintain a friendship with her

Maybe a survey about all the experience lived in Melilla.

Look more at other people if they need anything

I think I should be asked to do more proyects like these one

I think every participant should be asked what did this trip change in themselves, what did we learn, if there was something we
could've done and what's the most important thing we take home after the trip (on an emotional level, not in a material one)

We should be reunited again soon

Feedback to my school

Create a PowerPoint or other piece of work to show people back at my school what I've learnt and how different cultures are
different

I think that they should ask me things about social integration

After this meeting I think I should be asked to think and discuss with people about worlds issues and different cultures and how
to accept different kind of people and make world more equal place.

To keep everyone in contact

Try to make what I learn in the meeting

What we have learn about this meeting

Looking into projects for the local community.

I would like to keep in touch with theme

To go home with possitive minds and talk about equality to the rest of the humambeings who couldn't participate in this
meeting.

Romain and myself have already decided to shoot a �lm about the meeting in Melilla and we will show it to our classrooms here
in La Réunion.

Give a presentation in my school to talk about this project and the issue of segregation in our world.

A little bit of how thing went with your host family and if something was not so important, and if something could have been
done in another way.



Participate on activities for the project.

I will share my experience.

I thing that we can ask ourselves what we can do to make the world a better place

11. Where are you from?
30 respostas
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France (Réunion)
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